Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Committee (LIFAC) Meeting
W ednesday, O ctober 9, 2019

PW Conference Room, Civic Bldg, Bellingham
CALL TO O RDER
Rhayma Blake called the meeting to order at 3:30.
RO LL CALL
Present: Charles Baily, Rhayma Blake, Cris Colburn, Jim Dickenson, Patricia Dunn, Judy
Olsen
Excused:
AW O L:
Also Attending:
WCPW: Rich Hudson - Senior Master, Roland Middleton, Elizabeth Kosa
Kpff team: Cassandra Durkin, Kurt Jankowski
Todd Donovan – WCC.
FLAG SALUTE
O PEN SESSIO N
Rhayma shared written comments from Dave Kershner (attached).
APPRO VAL O F Septem ber m inutes:
September 11 minutes: NAME moved approval and NAME2 seconded. Motion passed
unanimously.
September 16 minutes: NAME moved approval and NAME2 seconded. Motion passed
unanimously.
LIFAC INTERNAL BUSINESS
M em ber reported on futile efforts to recruit an off-islander to the com m ittee.
W ill continue outreach.
O LD BUSINESS
Update on O perations-Rich Hudson, Senior Master
Dry dock was very successful and went smoothly. The Chief is in very good shape. The
shuttle vans were well used this year.
Roland said that a significant amount of dock work was accomplished. Some is still to be
done and is scheduled for a few nights in October.
New Ferry Propulsion Discussion
Roland noted that the County Council passed the ferry resolution stating that a new ferry
would have a diesel electric hybrid propulsion system. Since then significant additional
information has been provided. He recommends a public meeting soon to share new
information and get the community’s pulse.
Cassandra had a presentation used throughout these discussions with information on the
various propulsion options (attached).
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Concerns about an electric hybrid system are that it is not as green as originally
assumed as well as its reliability. Public Works recommends considering Safety, including
emergency response, as the #1 factor in the evaluation. #2 Factor would be reliability and
Finance #3. Pat noted that if Safety and Reliability are primary factors, financial
considerations are covered (accidents and incidents are very expensive). Roland also
noted that the megawatt of power needed for diesel electric (DEH) is not going to be
delivered to Lummi Island. It just isn’t. This is needed because short runs won’t charge the
DEH battery unless the engines are run at high idle which produces more pollution.
An all-electric propulsion system was discussed. It was noted that Skagit is adding a
diesel engine to its previously all-electric design to handle emergencies. It would cost
about $2.5m to upgrade electric power to Lummi Island (see note above on probability).
While it would cost much less, about $500k, to install this infrastructure at Gooseberry Pt.
the Lummi Nation has indicated they would not allow this. It would also change ferry
service significantly regarding EMS response and crew structure (now required to be
island residents).
Improved modern diesel engines were discussed. Jim reminded the group about the
efficiency loss in hybrid conversion. Roland pointed out that Whatcom County is
historically known for environmentally conscious decisions and actions. The County aims
to be carbon neutral. Public Works is leaning toward the most environmentally sensitive,
safest conventional diesel propulsion system, based on new data that has been provided
over the past few months. Cris said there will be a countywide expectation that the
replacement ferry be carbon neutral.
Liz emphasized that all stakeholders must have “eyes wide open” for all possible pros and
cons of the options. Rich noted that reliability is critical for EMS response. It’s not unusual
for Bellingham to be fogged in with no medivac or military airlift available.
Next was a conversation about what else related to the ferry can contribute to the carbon
neutral goal.
Hydrogen power was discussed. Hydrogen power is developing rapidly but not ready for
prime time. It would require daily fueling. Hydrogen power is currently generated by coal
and gas, negating much of the benefit. There is a dinner boat in CA in development and
considered proof of concept.
A diesel mechanical system would run on diesel from dock to dock but could use its
electric motor(s) to hold the ferry in the dock during loading and unloading.
The group discussed the timeline for a final recommendation for a propulsion system. In
general “delay is preferable to error.” It was decided to hold a public meeting at Beach
School. Pat moved, and Rhayma seconded, to have a public meeting to discuss
propulsion systems and Level of Service. The date is to be suggested by Public Works and
mutually agreed upon by stakeholders. This motion passed unanimously. A dry run of the
presentation will be held at the LIFAC November 13 meeting.
Roland said he and Randy reviewed Pat’s funding scenarios and they found no flaws.
Additional scenarios will be developed.
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In other new ferry business:
• Pat asked that consideration for self-driving cars be included in specs for the new
ferry.
• Charles solicited responses for the climate change articles he provided last month.
• It was noted that environmental concerns are more than just propulsion exhaust.
These include operations, schedule, noise, led lighting, etc.
Meeting adjourned at 5:45.
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Email from David Kershner:

'David Kershner' via Lummi Island Ferry Advisory
Committee

Wed, Oct 9, 8:15 AM

to lummiferry
Dear LIFAC Members,
I am writing regarding the propulsion system for the replacement ferry. I just reviewed
your agenda for this afternoon’s LIFAC meeting and it looks like you are considering
ferry propulsion options other than the diesel electric hybrid option that LIFAC
recommended in July 2018 and the Council approved. The community survey last year
indicated that a majority of island residents and property owners favored hybrid diesel
electric propulsion. I therefore think it is in everyone’s interest (especially LIFAC’s) to
hold a widely-publicized public meeting on this issue if LIFAC is moving in a different
direction on propulsion.
It seems doubtful that most islanders are aware that LIFAC is considering other
propulsion options. What seems clear is that most islanders supported diesel electric
hybrid propulsion because of its environmental benefits. If the County is not going to
move forward with the diesel electric option, I believe LIFAC needs to ensure broad
public support for the decision.
Unfortunately, I am unable to attend the LIFAC meeting this afternoon. Thank you for
all your work on behalf of Whatcom County residents, property owners, and visitors
who benefit from County ferry service to the island.
Dave Kershner
3417 Sunrise Road
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